
                  UEJ 2021 - język angielski - przykład

LISTENING (20 points)

1. Listen to the questions and choose the best response (a, b, c). Both the questions and the 
responses are not printed in the test:

For example:

You will hear:  Where’s the meeting room?

You will also hear:

A) To meet the new director
B) It’s the first room on the right
C) Yes, at 2 o’clock

The best response is B.

Now, listen and choose the best response:

1. a)     b)     c)
2. a)     b)     c)
3. a)     b)     c)
4. a)     b)     c)
5. a)     b)     c)

2. Listen and decide if the statements are true or false (T/F):

1. We sleep more nowadays than we did before. T/F

2. Sean works nights because he wants to. T/F

3. People are more relaxed and friendly at night. T/F

4. Statistically, night workers don’t have as many health problems as day workers. T/F

5. Night workers tend to lose more weight. T/F

VOCABULARY ( 10 points)

3. Choose the correct answer:

1.  We didn’t have to __________ to get in to the restaurant because the waiter found us a     
table right away.

              a) queue b) hold  on c) stay d) throw

2. Jamie’s _________ on music, so I think he’ll enjoy learning to play the trumpet.
a) fond b) keen c) excited d) excellent

3. There isn’t usually a __________ for tap water in pubs or restaurants.
              a) cost b) fine c) charge d) money

4. The bank has given Claire a __________ to help her finance the purchase of a new car for her business.
a) account b) loan c) bill d) refund



5. Last year we made a heavy loss, but this year we’ve made a ___________ of $ 680,000 .
              a) market b) product c) profit               d) wages

6. The builder ____________ the condition of the roof after the storm.
a) fixed b) removed c) replaced d) assessed

7. It’s illegal to ride on a motorbike without wearing a ___________  on your head.
              a) belt b) tyre c) helmet d) licence

8. You can’t change people, ___________ much you want to.
              a) whatever b) wherever c) whenever d) however

9. Mark was disappointed that he didn’t win the race but at least he didn’t ___________.

              a) send off b) break down c) come last d) get damaged

10. These lights turn on and off ______________ when you go in or out of the room.
             a) reasonably b) automatically              c) ideally                d) widely

USE OF ENGLISH (20 points)

4. Chose the correct option a, b, or  c.

1. 

A: It is pretty cold in here. 

B: I know, but I need to economise. You know, ____ you reduce the temperature by one degree, you will 
save 3 percent on your bill. 

a) unless                                   b) if                                     c) in case 

2. 

A: How do you like the flat? 

B: It’s a little small, but I don’t mind. You see I ____ live in such places when I was a child. 

a) would                                   b) used to                             c) am used to 

3. 

A: I’d like to move out of this busy city and live in the country. 

B: That’ s strange because more and more young people ____ rural areas these days. 

a) leave      b) are leaving        c) is leaving 

4. 

A: I really like your ____ sweater. 

B: Thank you very much. It’s really warm. 

a) large red woollen      b) woollen red large         c) red woollen large 

5. 

A: Have you got all the things I asked you to buy? 

B: Sorry, no. The bus was late, and by the time we arrived at the town centre, all the shops ____. 

a) had closed      b) have closed         c) closed 



5. Complete the sentences with a suitable word or the correct form of the words in the brackets (in 
some sentences you may have to write in two words). Make sure your spelling is correct.

1. 

A: Oh dear! The restaurant is full. 

B: Sorry. I would                                      a table if I had realised the restaurant was going to be so busy. 
(book)

2. 

A: Do you think you will pass the language test? 

B:                                       is a good chance I will. I’ve been working really hard for the last two years. 

3. 

A: I can’t wait for the holidays. 

B: Me neither. Imagine, this time next week we will                                        on the balcony of our hotel room 
sipping coffee and looking at the Acropolis. (sit) 

4. 

A: Could you do us a favour? 

B: Sure. How can I help? 

A: Would you mind                                       our cat while we’re out for the weekend? (feed) 

5. 

A: Look at this man over there! Do you know him? 

B: Oh, yes. This is Joe Done, I                                     him for 20 years. (know) 

FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE ( 10 points)

6. Match the gaps in the conversations with the sentences below. One sentence does not fit any gap.

1. A: I’m really sorry, but 1____________  I cannot meet you for dinner tonight. 
B: Oh, that’s a shame. 
A: 2_____________ , but it’s impossible. I have to go and see my grandmother. She’s gone to hospital. 
B: 3 _____________. Well, at least you phoned and you didn’t leave me sitting in the restaurant by myself. 
A: 4_____________ . 
B: 5 _____________. I hope your grandmother is OK. 

a) I would if I could 
b) I’m afraid 
c) Thanks for being so understanding 
d) I’m sorry to hear that 
e) Honestly, I really can’t get out of it 
f) Don’t worry about it 

2. A: I’m starving. I was so busy that I didn’t have time for lunch. 
B: I could also do with a decent dinner. 6____________ to this new Mexican place in the centre? 
A: I must say 7 ____________ something lighter. 
B: 8 ______________ you anywhere. 9_____________ the Greek restaurant in Strand street? They are 
famous for their salads. 



A: Haven’t heard of it. 10______________ ? 
B: This blue building next to the Picasso statue. 

g) I’d rather eat 
h) Shall we go 
i) Where exactly is it 
j) What do you fancy 
k) I’d be happy to take 
l) How about

 Reading ( 10 points)

7. Match the texts with the topics below. Two topics don’t fit any of the texts.

a) Business b) Entertainment c) Politics d) Science e) Health f) Sport g) Technology

1. _____
After the high of last summer’s World Cup win England start their next cycle towards the 2023 tournament in
India with a three-match one-day series against South Africa. In the six months since that  dramatic final
against New Zealand at Lord’s in July Eoin Morgan and his players have had plenty of time to reflect on their
achievement of becoming the first England team to win the tournament.

2. _____
Oil giant British Petroleum has agreed a £474m ($625m) deal to sell a package of North Sea assets. Premier
Oil will take over the Andrew platform and BP’s controlling stake in five surrounding fields, as well as its
minority stake in the Shell-operated Shearwater field. A total of 69 staff on the Andrew assets are expected to
transfer to Premier. BP said the move was part of a ‘reshaping’ of its North Sea portfolio.

3. _____
Facebook has announced it will remove videos modified by artificial intelligence, known as deepfakes, from
its platform.  Deepfakes are computer-generated clips that  are designed to look real.   The social  media
company  said  in  a  blog that  these  videos  distort  reality  and  present  a  ‘significant  challenge’  for  the
technology industry. While deepfakes are still relatively uncommon on the internet, they are becoming more
prevalent.  AI software creates deepfakes of people - often politicians or celebrities - by merging, replacing,
or superimposing content on to a video in a way that makes it look real. 

4. _____
Training for and completing a marathon improves the health of a new runner’s arteries, cutting about four
years off  their  ‘vascular age’,  a study suggests. Researchers from Barts and University College London
tested  138  novice  runners  attempting  the  London Marathon.  Over  six  months  of  training,  their  arteries
regained some youthful elasticity, which should reduce the risk of heart attacks and strokes. And their blood
pressure fell as much as if they had been prescribed pills. Those who were the least fit beforehand appeared
to benefit the most. 

5. _____
Joker leads the Bafta film nominations with 11, but there is criticism that the acting categories are all white.
Joker is  followed by  Martin  Scorsese’s  The Irishman and  Quentin  Tarantino’s  Once Upon A Time...  In
Hollywood, which have 10 nominations each. Scarlett Johansson and Margot Robbie are up for two acting
awards each. But no female directors were nominated for the seventh year in a row. Bafta boss Amanda
Berry said she was ‘very disappointed’ by the lack of diversity.

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2019/jul/14/england-new-zealand-cricket-world-cup-final-match-report-super-over
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2019/jul/14/england-new-zealand-cricket-world-cup-final-match-report-super-over
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacc.2019.10.045
https://about.fb.com/news/2020/01/enforcing-against-manipulated-media/


8. Read the text and answer the questions by choosing ONE option.

THE FACEBOOK PARTY THAT BECAME A RIOT

It began as a plan for a very normal 16th birthday party. Merthe Weusthuis wanted a quiet celebration with a
small  group of friends in her family home in the small  Dutch town of Haren.  Like many teenagers, she
decided to send out invitations via a social network site. But Merthe made one big mistake: she used open-
access  settings  on  Facebook,  so  it  wasn’t  just  her  friends  who could  see  details  of  the  event,  lots  of
strangers could too.

The number of  invitation acceptances quickly  snowballed into  an avalanche.  Not  marking the event  as
‘private’ meant the electronic invitation was eventually seen by 240,000 people, of whom 30,000 confirmed
online that they planned to attend. To make matters worse, an unauthorised campaign was launched to
promote  the  party  by  means  of  a  dedicated  website  and  Twitter  account,  which  received  hundreds  of
thousands of hits. The party became known as ‘Project X Haren’ after the 2012 American film Project X in
which three high school students throw a birthday party that spins out of control. Video trailers for Merthe’s
party were produced, with scenes from Project X edited in, and they were posted on YouTube. T-shirts
featuring Merthe’s face were also made, all without her knowledge or consent.

Even after Merthe’s parents had cancelled the party, the publicity didn’t stop. Local media reported on the
forthcoming event and teenagers turned up to have their pictures taken outside the Weusthuis family home.
On the evening the party was to have taken place, about 5,000 teenagers began gathering in Haren, many
outside the Weusthuis house. When it became clear that there was nothing to gatecrash, violence broke out
and 500 riot police equipped with helmets, shields and batons were brought in to control the crowd. Shops in
the  centre  of  Haren  were  vandalised  and  looted,  journalists  were  attacked,  cars  were  set  on  fire  or
overturned and street signs and lamp posts were damaged.

However, Facebook was also involved in the clean-up effort in the days after the riot. A group called ‘Project
Clean-X Haren’ was set up to gather and organise volunteers. Another group named ‘Suspect-X Haren’ was
created to help police identify and arrest the rioters by sharing photos and videos of the event.

1. When Merthe sent her invitation to the birthday party
a) she chose a very strange way of asking people to come. 
b) she wanted everyone on Facebook to see her invitation.
c) she wanted to invite her close friends only.

2. After Merthe’s invitation appeared on Facebook
a) those who saw it were slow to respond.
b) more than 10% of those who had read it sent her a message. 
c) most people thought it was a joke.

3. Some Facebook users
a) were asked by Merthe to promote her party on Twitter.
b) prepared a video invitation on YouTube without Merthe’s permission.
c) wanted to record the birthday party and post it on YouTube as ‘Project X Haren’.

4. The riots in Haren broke out because
a) the police provoked the crowds gathered around Merthe’s house.
b) the party started later than planned.
c) the party didn’t take place.

5. After the riots 
a) people volunteered to help the police find the vandals and looters.
b) Merthe asked people on Facebook to help clean Haren up.
c) hundreds of riot photos were published on the Internet by the police.



Speaking

Student A Student B
1. Warm-up questions

1 What’s your name?
2 Can I see your (student) ID?
3 How are you?
4 How are you feeling?
5 Can you hear/see me well?

Warm-up questions 

               1. What’s your name?
  2. Can I see your (student) ID?

               3. How are you?
               4. How are you feeling?
               5. Can you hear/see me well?

3 min.
(1.5 per 
person

2. Choose one of the 2 topics and get ready to
talk about it for 2 minutes. You have 1 
minute to prepare.

1. Tell us something about a sport you 
enjoy doing or watching.
2. Tell us something about things one can 
do to help protect the environment

Choose one of the 2 topics and get 
ready to talk about it for 2 minutes. You 
have 1 minute to prepare. 

1. Tell us what things are important to 
you when going on holiday.
2. Tell us about a person who has been 
influential in your life

6 min.
(3 per 
person)

3. Listen to student B talking about one of the 
topics from Part 2  and prepare 2 follow-up 
questions related to what he or she is going
to say. 

Listen to student A talking about one of 
the topics from Part 2 and prepare 2 
follow-up questions related to what he or
she is going to say. 

4 min
(2 per 
person)

Listening:

Ex 1. Transcript:

1. Do they only serve meat? I’m vegetarian.

A. Don’t worry, there’s plenty of choice.
B. That’s the restaurant I was telling you about.
C. No, I’m not allergic to anything.

2. It was great to catch up.

a) Well, I like this kind of sauce too.
b) Yes, it was great to see you too.
c) Fingers crossed.

3. Do you want me to help you with that?

a) Let me do that for you.
b) It’s OK, there’s no need, really.
c) I want it too.

4. What if we had a four-day working week?

a) I used to have it every week.
b) It’s over there.
c) Well, I might have more time for my family.

5. What happened?

a) That’s great, see you there.
b) It’s hard to say, we’re looking into it right now.
c) I think it happens every day.



Ex 2. Transcript:

P: As many as one in eight adults now work nights and, on average, we sleep six and a half hours a night – 
or day – compared to eight or more in earlier times. We may see this 24-hour culture as a sign of progress, 
but recent research suggests nightlife and reduced sleep is bad for us. Here to discuss this is Sean O’Brien, 
who works nights at a 24-hour restaurant, and Professor Caroline Bray, a sleep expert. Sean, first you – I 
think you work nights by choice, right?
S:Absolutely. I’ve never really been a morning person. I was always late for school and struggled there, so 
nights are good for me. And it’s a different atmosphere. People don’t rush so much, they’re more relaxed. 
Honestly, you have amazing conversations at 4 a.m. that you’d never have in daylight!

P:Caroline?

C:Yeah, I mean, obviously, Sean is happy in his work, which is great, and I think it probably helps that he’s 
chosen his lifestyle. But what we’ve found is that, on average, night workers age quicker and don’t live as 
long. They get fatter, have higher rates of heart disease and suffer from depression more …

P:Wow! And that’s because of what? Lack of sleep?

C:Night workers do sleep less, but it seems that daytime sleep is also different. So, for example, you use 15 
percent less energy sleeping during the day, which is why night workers put on weight. In fact, our whole 
bodies work differently at night compared to the day. Our heart, our body temperature – everything’s 
controlled by a natural system we can’t change. It’s just how we are.

Exam key:

Ex. 1: 1A,  2B,  3B, 4C, 5B

Ex. 2: 1F  2T  3T  4F  5F

Ex. 3: 1A, 2B, 3C, 4B, 5C, 6D, 7C, 8D, 9C, 10B

Ex. 4:1B, 2B, 3B, 4A, 5A

Ex. 5: 1 have booked, 2 there, 3  be sitting, 4 feeding, 5 have known 

Ex 6:1B, 2A, 3D, 4C, 5F, 6H, 7G, 8K, 9L, 10 I

Ex. 7:  1F, 2A, 3G, 4E, 5B

Ex. 8:  1C,  2B,  3B, 4C, 5A
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